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Of Merchants and Missions - Andrew Peh 2019-11-15
It has often been held that missions rode on the coattails of colonialism. In the case of the British
administered island of Singapore, the pluriform missions of the Methodist missionaries demonstrated
industry, innovation, and integrity, which in many ways question the charge of compromise and complicity
between missions and colonialism. This historical survey presents the case that the Methodist missionaries
collaborated with the colonial administration insofar where benefits might be gleaned from cooperation but
were intuitively commandeered by a different commander-in-chief and whose primary motivation of love for
the Lord, for the people, and for the land were objectively evident.
A History of Competitive Gaming - Lu Zhouxiang 2022-05-13
Competitive gaming, or esports – referring to competitive tournaments of video games among both casual
gamers and professional players – began in the early 1970s with small competitions like the one held at
Stanford University in October 1972, where some 20 researchers and students attended. By 2022 the
estimated revenue of the global esports industry is in excess of $947 million, with over 200 million viewers
worldwide. Regardless of views held about competitive gaming, esports have become a modern economic
and cultural phenomenon. This book studies the full history of competitive gaming from the 1970s to the
2010s against the background of the arrival of the electronic and computer age. It investigates how
competitive gaming has grown into a new form of entertainment, a sport-like competition, a lucrative
business and a unique cultural sensation. It also explores the role of competitive gaming in the development
of the video game industry, making a distinctive contribution to our knowledge and understanding of the
history of video games. A History of Competitive Gaming will appeal to all those interested in the business
and culture of gaming, as well as those studying modern technological culture.
A History of Business Cartels - Martin Shanahan 2022-07-05
International cartels are powerful organizations that impact our everyday lives, although they are little
known. This book presents 15 historical case studies of international cartels that include agricultural and
mineral commodities, the machinery industry, telephone equipment, whiskey and cement. These cases
reveal that international cartels manipulated prices and shared markets over many decades but that their
real impact was far wider. The global convergence towards criminalizing serious cartel conduct has seen a
revival in historical research on cartels and competition policy. The regulation of anti-competitive behaviour
has changed over time. To understand why the US, European and other modern economies altered their
policies through the 20th century, it is critical to understand when, how and why governments have
interacted with, and been influenced by, business organizations such as cartels. This volume draws
together researchers from different nations to examine the impact of international cartels on the
experience of individual nations, those nations’ interactions with one or more international cartels, and
ultimately the interactions of individual nations with the wider international community. This book will be
of interest to researchers, academics and advanced students in the fields of business and economic history,
political economy, and government policy, as well as those interested in cartels and their impact on the
wider economy.
W. E. B. Du Bois - Meghan Engsberg Cunningham 2016-07-15
The first African-American to earn a doctorate at Harvard, W. E. B Du Bois went on to become one of
historys most important civil rights activists. This text analyzes how Du Bois became a leading figure in
American history and examines his most influential texts. Students will read and interpret his most
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important works within their historical context.
Voices from the Underground: A directory of sources and resources on the Vietnam era
underground press - Ken Wachsberger 1993
Irreconcilable Differences? - Michael Kraus 2000-06-28
This unique volume brings together a multi-disciplinary group of scholars as well as Czech and Slovak
decisionmakers who were personally involved in the events leading up to the separation of Czechoslovakia.
Asking whether the dissolution was inevitable, the contributors bring a range of different approaches and
perspectives to bear on the twin problems of democratic transitions in multinational societies and ethnic
separatism and its origins. The blend of analysis and insider experiences will make this book invaluable for
all concerned with nationalism and ethnicity, democratization, and transitions in Eastern Europe.
Montana's Pioneer Naturalist - George M. Dennison 2016-09-21
A naturalist on Montana’s academic frontier, passionate conservationist Morton J. Elrod was instrumental
in establishing the Department of Biology at the University of Montana, as well as Glacier National Park
and the National Bison Range. In Montana’s Pioneer Naturalist, the first in-depth assessment of Elrod’s
career, George M. Dennison reveals how one man helped to shape the scholarly study of nature and its
institutionalization in the West at the turn of the century. Elrod moved to Missoula in 1897, just four years
after the state university’s founding, and participated in virtually every aspect of university life for almost
forty years. To reveal the depths of this pioneer scientist’s influence on the growth of his university, his
state, and the academic fields he worked in, author George M. Dennison delves into state and university
archives, including Elrod’s personal papers. Although Elrod was an active participant in bison conservation
and the growth of the National Park Naturalist Service, much of his work focused on Flathead Lake, where
he surveyed local life forms and initiated the university’s biological station—one of the first of its kind in the
United States. Yet at heart Elrod was an educator who desired to foster in his students a “love of nature,”
which, he said, “should give health to any one, and supply knowledge of greatest value, either to the
individual or to society, or to both.” In this biography of a prominent scientist now almost forgotten,
Dennison—longtime president of the University of Montana—demonstrates how Elrod’s scholarship and
philosophy regarding science and nature made him one of Montana’s most distinguished naturalists,
conservationists, and educators.
Making the World Global - Isaac A. Kamola 2019-06-07
Following World War II the American government and philanthropic foundations fundamentally remade
American universities into sites for producing knowledge about the world as a collection of distinct nationstates. As neoliberal reforms took hold in the 1980s, visions of the world made popular within area studies
and international studies found themselves challenged by ideas and educational policies that originated in
business schools and international financial institutions. Academics within these institutions reimagined the
world instead as a single global market and higher education as a commodity to be bought and sold. By the
1990s, American universities embraced this language of globalization, and globalization eventually became
the organizing logic of higher education. In Making the World Global Isaac A. Kamola examines how the
relationships among universities, the American state, philanthropic organizations, and international
financial institutions created the conditions that made it possible to imagine the world as global. Examining
the Center for International Studies, Harvard Business School, the World Bank, the Social Science
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Research Council, and NYU, Kamola demonstrates that how we imagine the world is always symptomatic of
the material relations within which knowledge is produced.
Preference Learning - Johannes Fürnkranz 2010-11-19
The topic of preferences is a new branch of machine learning and data mining, and it has attracted
considerable attention in artificial intelligence research in previous years. It involves learning from
observations that reveal information about the preferences of an individual or a class of individuals.
Representing and processing knowledge in terms of preferences is appealing as it allows one to specify
desires in a declarative way, to combine qualitative and quantitative modes of reasoning, and to deal with
inconsistencies and exceptions in a flexible manner. And, generalizing beyond training data, models thus
learned may be used for preference prediction. This is the first book dedicated to this topic, and the
treatment is comprehensive. The editors first offer a thorough introduction, including a systematic
categorization according to learning task and learning technique, along with a unified notation. The first
half of the book is organized into parts on label ranking, instance ranking, and object ranking; while the
second half is organized into parts on applications of preference learning in multiattribute domains,
information retrieval, and recommender systems. The book will be of interest to researchers and
practitioners in artificial intelligence, in particular machine learning and data mining, and in fields such as
multicriteria decision-making and operations research.
American Women and the U.S. Armed Forces - 1992

sections include a chronology; a list of Ford's unrealized projects; his radio, television, and theater credits;
his awards and honors; and special collections and archives.
Nieuwsblad Voor Den Boekhandel - 1865
With 1855-1927 are issued and bound: Handelingen van de algemeene vergadering.
Archives, Access and Artificial Intelligence - Lise Jaillant 2022-04-30
Digital archives are transforming the Humanities and the Sciences. Digitized collections of newspapers and
books have pushed scholars to develop new, data-rich methods. Born-digital archives are now better
preserved and managed thanks to the development of open-access and commercial software. Digital
Humanities have moved from the fringe to the center of academia. Yet, the path from the appraisal of
records to their analysis is far from smooth. This book explores crossovers between various disciplines to
improve the discoverability, accessibility, and use of born-digital archives and other cultural assets.
Archives of Pathology & Laboratory Medicine - 1998
Using MS-DOS 6.22 - Jim Cooper 2002
Annotation nbsp; The best selling MS-DOS book is now fully up20010620d to include the latest Microsoft
operating systems. Completely revised and updated from the best selling second edition with essential new
coverage for todays DOS environment. Considered a MUST for anyone dealing with legacy DOS
applications. Provides the reader a complete listing and explanation of DOS commands that work with
Windows 95, 98, 2000, ME, and Windows NT. Special Edition Using MS-DOS 6.22, Third Edition is a
successful bestseller and the only up-to-date title on the market today that is geared toward the
intermediate to advanced user. This edition will add to the second editions coverage in the following areas:
Updates the entire book to reflect current technology and provide better readability; updates compatibility
with the addition of Windows ME/2000 operating systems; updates the appendices on non-Microsoft
versions of DOS, providing a reference that is impossible to find anywhere else. nbsp;
Racing with Rich Energy - Elizabeth Blackstock 2022-09-29
Formula One has long maintained a glitzy aura that masks dark and strange goings-on in the background.
But with the 2019 season came a force louder than Formula One could dream of muffling: William Storey,
the founder of British energy drink startup Rich Energy. Storey became a multimillion-dollar sponsor of the
Haas Formula One team a year after records showed Rich Energy having a mere $770 in the bank. He
equated his doubters to moon-landing truthers and publicly mocked both the Haas team and the entities
winning legal disputes against him. But where were actual cans of Rich Energy, and did the supposed
sponsorship funds exist? In the six months between Storey's first race as a Formula One sponsor and his
very public exit, he stole the spotlight with a loud mouth and an active Twitter account. Haas team boss
Guenther Steiner once described the Rich Energy news cycle as: "I'm getting sick of answering these stupid
fucking questions on a race weekend. I've never seen any fucking thing like this." No one else had, either.
This book uncovers the complete, bizarre story.
Under the Radar - M Goss 2009-09-24
It is rare for a complete biography of an Australian scientist, particularly of an Australian woman scientist,
to be published. It is rarer for such a book to be co-authored by an American. Although scientists have
written discourses on the history of their discipline, it is most unusual for a scientist to write a full length
biography of a colleague in his ?eld. It is also uncommon for a man to write about an Australian woman
scientist; most of the work on Australian women scientists has been done by other women. However, these
authors, both distinguished researchers in the ?eld of radio astr- omy, became so interested in the history of
their discipline and in the career of the pioneer radio astronomer Ruby Payne-Scott that they spent some
years bringing this book to fruition. Until relatively recently, Ruby Payne-Scott had been the only woman
scientist mentioned brie?y in histories of Australian science or of Australian radio astronomy. This book will
be an invaluable resource for anyone interested in these disciplines. Being scientists themselves, the
authors explain Payne-Scott’s scienti?c work in detail; therefore, the value and importance of her
contributions can, for the ?rst time, be recognised, not only by historians but also by scientists.
A Companion to Robert Altman - Adrian Danks 2015-03-31
A Companion to Robert Altman presents myriad aspects ofAltman’s life, career, influence and historical

Urban Textile Mills - Heike Oevermann 2021-08-02
Urban textile mills shaped European cities from the late 18th century. The decline of the textile sector in
many of the original locations has meant that converting and repurposing these historic industrial
complexes has become a new opportunity and important task in many European cities. The novel
contribution of this book is that it examines not only the period of industrialization — the historic
emergence of four urban mill types — but also focuses on recent processes of their repurposing, and
correlations between both periods and processes. The book contributes to the case-specific knowledge of
20 textile mills in Europe by analysing their development as industrial complexes, beginning with the first
steam driven mills in Manchester from the end of the 18th century, towards their conservation and
conversion in the 21st century, including the manifold layers of time. The work promotes the — often
conflictive — task of achieving an appropriate balance, between conserving urban textile mills as
documents of the past and adapting them to present and future needs.
Wissenschaftliche Monatsblätter - 1874
Inventing Academic Freedom - Peter C. Kent 2012-09-25
An account of the campus sit-in and ensuing controversy that triggered a revolution in Canadian
universities and was key to establishing the principles of academic freedom in Canada
Guide to Federal Records in the National Archives of the United States: Record groups 171-515 - United
States. National Archives and Records Administration 1995
Records of Early English Drama: Editorial apparatus - John R. Elliott 2004
John Ford - Bill Levy 1998
John Ford (1894-1973) is universally acknowledged as one of the greatest directors in the history of cinema.
He is the only person to win four Academy Awards for Direction, and he was also honored by receiving
virtually every other cinematic award for his work as a director. This reference book provides researchers
an opportunity to locate quickly and conveniently a vast body of information about John Ford. The heart of
the volume is a detailed filmography, which includes individual entries for 184 motion pictures with which
Ford was involved. The entries provide plot summaries, critical commentaries, cast and credit information,
and excerpts from reviews. Also of importance is the book's enormous annotated bibliography, which cites
more than 1000 works. The opening biography examines Ford as a person, as a director, and as a cinematic
influence and provides a background for the entries that comprise the bulk of the volume. Additional
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context. Thisbook features 23 essays from a range of experts in the field,providing extensive coverage of
these aspects and dimensions ofAltman’s work. The most expansive and wide-ranging book yet published
onAltman, providing a comprehensive account of Altman’scomplete career Provides discussion and analysis
of generally neglected aspectsof Altman’s career, including the significance of his work intelevision and
industrial film, the importance of collaboration,and the full range and import of his aesthetic innovations
Includes essays by key scholars in “Altmanstudies”, bringing together experts in the field,
emergingscholars and writers from a broad range of fields Multi-disciplinary in design and draws on a
range of approachesto Altman’s work, being the first substantial publication tomake use of the recently
launched Robert Altman Archive at theUniversity of Michigan Offers specific insights into particular
aspects of film styleand their application, industrial and aesthetic film and TVhistory, and particular areas
such as the theorisation of space,place, authorship and gender
The Shakespearean Archive - Alan Galey 2014-10-23
Why is Shakespeare so often associated with information technologies and with the idea of archiving itself?
Alan Galey explores this question through the entwined histories of Shakespearean texts and archival
technologies over the past four centuries. In chapters dealing with the archive, the book, photography,
sound, information, and data, Galey analyzes how Shakespeare became prototypical material for publishing
experiments, and new media projects, as well as for theories of archiving and computing. Analyzing
examples of the Shakespearean archive from the seventeenth century to today, he takes an original
approach to Shakespeare and new media that will be of interest to scholars of the digital humanities,
Shakespeare studies, archives, and media history. Rejecting the idea that current forms of computing are
the result of technical forces beyond the scope of humanist inquiry, this book instead offers a critical
prehistory of digitization read through the afterlives of Shakespeare's texts.
Flaubert - Frederick Brown 2013-06-30
Gustave Flaubert, whose Madame Bovary outraged France's right-thinking bourgeoisie when it was first
published in 1857, is brought to life in Frederick Brown's new biography in all his singularity and brilliance.
Frederick Brown's portrayal is of an artist fraught with contradictions - his wit and bravado coexisting with
great vulnerability. A sedentary man by nature, Flaubert undertook epic voyages through Egypt and the
Middle East. He could be flamboyantly uncouth, but was fanatically devoted to a beautifully cadenced
prose. While energized by his camaraderie with male friends, such as Turgenev, the Goncourt brothers,
Zola and Maupassant, he depended for emotional nurturing upon maternal women, most notably George
Sand. Nineteenth-century France literally put Flaubert on trial for portraying 'lewd behaviour' in Madame
Bovary. But it also made him a celebrity and, indirectly, brought about his financial ruin, probably
hastening his sudden death at the age of fifty-nine. Although writing was something like torture for him, it
preoccupied his mind and dominated his life. He privately dreamed of popular success, which he achieved
with Madame Bovary, but adamantly refused to sacrifice to it his ideal of artistic integrity. Of Flaubert's
life, his inner world, his times and his legacy, Frederick Brown's magisterial biography is a revelation. It
was shortlisted for the Whitbread Prize for biography and was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle
Award.
Text Mining - Taeho Jo 2018-06-07
This book discusses text mining and different ways this type of data mining can be used to find implicit
knowledge from text collections. The author provides the guidelines for implementing text mining systems
in Java, as well as concepts and approaches. The book starts by providing detailed text preprocessing
techniques and then goes on to provide concepts, the techniques, the implementation, and the evaluation of
text categorization. It then goes into more advanced topics including text summarization, text
segmentation, topic mapping, and automatic text management.
Prologue - 1971

feminism in a way that few others have. Yet, while Greer’s public visibility never seems to wane, her
writings and her politics have failed to attract the kind of sustained critical engagement they warrant. This
volume represents the first collection of essays to examine Greer, her politics, her writing, and her status as
a feminist celebrity. The essays in this collection cover The Female Eunuch (1970), Greer’s public rivalry
with Arianna Stassinopoulos, her time in America, her ideas and politics, and her styling as feminist fashion
icon. Many essays include new insights drawn from previously unseen material in the recently launched
Germaine Greer Archive at the University of Melbourne, Australia. This book was originally published as a
Special Issue of Australian Feminist Studies.
Distributed Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Bioinformatics, Soft Computing, and Ambient
Assisted Living - Sigeru Omatu 2009-06-06
This volume (II) contains all publications accepted for the symposiums and workshops held in parallel with
the 10th International Work-Conference on Artificial Neural Networks (IWANN 2009), covering a wide
spectrum of technological areas such as distributed computing, artificial intelligence, bioinformatics, soft
computing and ambient-assisted living: • DCAI 2009 (International Symposium on Distributed Computing
and Artificial Intelligence), covering artificial intelligence and its applications in distributed environments,
such as the Internet, electronic commerce, mobile communi- tions, wireless devices, distributed computing,
and so on. This event accepted a total of 96 submissions selected from a submission pool of 157 papers,
from 12 different countries. • IWAAL 2009 (International Workshop of Ambient-Assisted Living), covering
solutions aimed at increasing the quality of life, safety and health problems of elderly and disabled people
by means of technology. This event accepted a - tal of 42 submissions selected from a submission pool of 78
papers, from 9 d- ferent countries. • IWPACBB 2009 (Third International Workshop on Practical
Applications of Computational Biology and Bioinformatics), covering computational biology and
bioinformatics as a possibility for knowledge discovery, modelling and - timization tasks, aiming at the
development of computational models so that the response of biological complex systems to any
perturbation can be p- dicted. This event accepted a total of 39 submissions selected from a subm- sion pool
of 75 papers, from 6 different countries.
The Weight of the Printed Word - Steve Wright 2021-08-16
In The Weight of the Printed Word, Steve Wright explores the creation and use of documents as a key
dimension in the activities of the Italian workerists during the 1960s and 1970s, as they sought to organise
amongst new subjectivities of mass rebellion.
Gender Ironies of Nationalism - Tamar Mayer 2012-10-12
This book provides a unique social science reading on the construction of nation, gender and sexuality and
on the interactions among them. It includes international case studies from Indonesia, Ireland, former
Yugoslavia, Liberia, Sri Lanka, Australia, the USA, Turkey, China, India and the Caribbean. The
contributors offer both the masculine and feminine perspective, exposing how nations are comprised of
sexed bodies, and exploring the gender ironies of nationalism and how sexuality plays a key role in nation
building and in sustaining national identity. The contributors conclude that control over access to the
benefits of belonging to the nation is invariably gendered; nationalism becomes the language through
which sexual control and repression is justified masculine prowess is expressed and exercised. Whilst it is
men who claim the prerogatives of nation and nation building it is, for the most part, women who actually
accept the obligation of nation and nation building.
Sterling A. Brown - Joanne V. Gabbin 1985
Sterling A. Brown's achievement and influence in the field of American literature and culture are
unquestionably significant. His poetry has been translated into Spanish, French, German, and Russian and
has been read in literary circles throughout the world. He is also one of the principal architects of black
criticism. His critical essays and books are seminal works that give an insider's perspective of literature by
and about blacks. Leopold Sedar Senghor, who became familiar with Brown's poetry and criticism in the
1920s and 1930s, called him "an original militant of Negritude, a precursor of our movement". Yet Joanne
V. Gabbin's book, originally published in 1985, remains the only study of Brown's work and influence.
Gabbin sketches Brown's life, drawing on personal interviews and viewing his achievements as a poet,
critic, and cultural griot. She analyzes in depth the formal and thematic qualities of his poetry, revealing his

Germaine Greer - Maryanne Dever 2020-04-28
Germaine Greer is one of the most enduring and influential figures of the second wave of the women’s
movement. The Female Eunuch (1970) is one of second-wave feminism’s most widely recognised
publications and its author has come to embody and indeed expand our understanding of second-wave
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subtle adaptation of song forms, especially the blues. To articulate the aesthetic principles Brown
recognized in the writings of black authors, Gabbin explores his identification of the various elements that
have come together to create American culture.
"There's a Sound of Many Voices in the Camp and on the Track" - Mike Brown 2006

Subject Collections - Lee Ash 1993
Shakespeare Survey - Peter Holland 2005
Marjorie Her War Years - Patricia Skidmore 2018-08-11
Her family broken apart and her identity taken away, she had to forget her past in order to face her future.
But forgetting isn’t forever. Taken from their mother’s care and deported from England to the colonies, tenyear-old Marjorie Arnison and her nine-year-old brother, Kenny, were sent to the Prince of Wales
Fairbridge Farm School on Vancouver Island in September 1937. Their eight-year-old sister, Audrey,
followed the next August. Marjorie's new home was on an isolated farm — a cottage she shared with at
least ten other girls and a “cottage mother” at the head, who had complete control over her “children.”
Survival required sticking to bare essentials. Marjorie had to accept a loss, which was difficult to forgive.
Turning inward, she would find strength to pull her through, but she had to lock away her memories in
order to endure her new life. Marjorie was well into her senior years before those memories resurfaced.

Wisconsin State Archives Series List - State Historical Society of Wisconsin. Division of Archives and
Manuscripts 1983
Aboriginal History - 1995
Notes and Queries - 2006
Zora Neale Hurston - Adele S. Newson 1987
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